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The primary aim of Michaeline Crichlow’s Globalization and the Post-creole 
Imagination is the bold project of “generalizing” Caribbean creole discourse beyond the 
Caribbean context and, in particular, beyond the Caribbean plantation. In other words, the 
chief goal of this highly theoretical book is to de-center the plantation as the traditional 
source of the cultural mixing of Caribbean creole theory and to re-inscribe these 
hybridizing activities around the “ebay imagination” produced by globalization and out-
migration. As this more generalized and universalized discourse, Caribbean creolization 
discourse no longer refers to the processes of cultural mixing that Rex Nettleford 
described as the “battles for space” that resulted from the imploding of Amerindian, 
African and Indian lifeworlds by the imperial lifeworlds of Europe. Rather in this new 
global form, creolization becomes the cultural politics of the ebay-like space that 
Caribbean people enter as they migrate to various parts of our globalized world.  
This new politics of place in an ebayed world is not the old politics of 
immigration and assimilation but the hermeneutic micro-politics of un-making and 
making places, the fleeing of old and the homing of new places that ground modern 
subjectivities in global motion. Thus in pursuit of this more general form for Caribbean 
creole theory, Crichlow separates herself very clearly from the pluralist, retentionist and 
dependency models of creolization that emerged earlier in the region. These she suggests 
are “exhausted debates” with constructs of creole identities “that are inescapably 
enmeshed in essentialisms” (x). The particular essentialism in which they are enmeshed 
is the reading of creolization processes through the lens of the plantation. In their 
exhausted places, Crichlow will put an alternative: a non-essentialist model of on-going 
and open-ended processes of diasporic place-making in the cultural context of the 
expanded possibilities for mixing and choosing of our now ebay world, as well as in the 
political context of modern forms of governmentality.  
 To realize this alternative, Crichlow attempts to provide Caribbean creole theory 
with a completely new theoretical foundation: a post-structuralist one. This open-ended 
model of place-making in the world of the migrant is achieved by a re-modeling of the 
Caribbean creole subject’s creative abilities for reconfiguring time and space on the 
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Derridean process of differance. This process is the semiotic play of the writerly signifier, 
its perpetual movements of differing with binary others and also deferring resolutions 
with them. It is at the core of Derrida’s understanding of writing, as opposed to speech or 
other systemic formations such as philosophical discourses, or our everyday identities. 
The latter types of systemic formations rest upon the repression of differance.  
Indeed one could argue that the primary goal of the Derridean revolution, its 
“grand narrative”, is the liberation of the writerly sign from its extreme subordination 
within the economies of Western metaphysical discourses and Western identities. This 
liberation is to be achieved by de-centering and overthrowing the strategies by which 
these formations repress their internal processes of differance. Consequently, when 
Derrida discusses the identity of the Western self it is always in relation to its strategies 
of repressing the non-resolvable processes of differing and deferring at the core of 
differance. For Derrida, the self is a play of differance that must limit, deny and repress 
this semiotic play in order to be an everyday self. This is the semiotic model on which 
Crichlow re-imagines the creative mixing of the Caribbean creole subject. Consequently, 
it is through the agency of a Caribbean subject engaged in diasporic place-making 
exercises of differance that Crichlow re-conceptualizes the Caribbean process of 
creolization and thus inaugurates what she calls “the post-creole imagination”.  
 To ground this theoretical shift Crichlow outlines a brief history of the peasantry 
in both St. Lucia and Jamaica with the aim of problematizing and complicating the 
accounts of peasant life given in earlier theories of Caribbean creolization. However, 
while exposing holes in these theories, Crichlow’s ethnographic exercises are not 
designed or intended to confirm or disconfirm the relevance or truth of post-structuralist 
theory. Rather, they function as performative and rhetorical engagements with the theory 
that provide illustrations of its themes. Thus, to illustrate her place-making exercises in 
differance, Crichlow looks at the Rude Boy figure that emerged in Jamaica and the 
lampooning critiques of the Lucians on television in St. Lucia, which the author 
compares to the American television show, Saturday Night Live.  
 Given the illustrative and oppositional nature of these empirical referents, the 
desired goal of de-centering the plantation is rhetorically performed, that is, it is done at 
the level of language but not at the level of institutions and established cultural practices. 
Consequently, the text is very much a performative one that functions largely on the 
model of a literary text. The fabric of this work is threaded together by principles of 
Derridean differance rather than logical argumentation and the deploying of the empirical 
evidence to confirm or disconfirm the project of generalizing Caribbean creole discourse. 
Much of the stuff of the text is generated by the oppositional play of differing and 
deferring between Caribbean theories of creolization and a globalized post-structuralist 
view of creolization as diasporic place-making. Because of this differance-centered 
approach, the major outcome of this work is deconstructive or de-centering in nature in 
spite of constructive attempts at a new theory of creolization.  
 Thus in the concluding epilogue to the book, Crichlow writes: “the approach 
adopted here extends the creolizing debate beyond the confines of the colonial era and 
destabilizes their favorite intellectual point of departure, their resting places in the 
plantation, slavery, the immediate postemancipation era and indentureship, even as we 
seek to address the fundamental socio-economic and cultural transformations under way 
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in former plantation societies” (201). The secondary position of the references to socio-
economic and cultural transformations accurately reflects their distant position from the 
main project of de-centering Caribbean creole theory. As Derrida attempted to de-center 
the resting places of Western philosophy with the aid of the differance of writing, 
Critchlow’s project is the de-centering of the resting place of Caribbean creole theory – 
the plantation – by a process of globalization made analogous to the differance of writing.      
 
Towards a Brief Critique  
 
 As should be clear from the above outline, this is an important and challenging 
theoretical work with a very ambitious deconstructive project. However, in spite of the 
very skillful use Crichlow has made of the guns of differance, I have three critical 
questions that I would like to raise. The first is: Can Caribbean creole processes be 
adequately theorized within the categoric framework of a differance-centered theory of 
diasporic place- or home-making? In other words, how do ongoing processes of 
creolization in the Caribbean region appear within the diasporic and ebayed world that 
we must now grasp as a site of differance?  As I read the more constructive sections of 
this work in which Crichlow outlined her ideas of place- and home-making, I was not 
convinced that she had succeeded in offering us a deeper and more general understanding 
of creolization processes in the Caribbean region. On the contrary, in these accounts of 
diasporic home-making, I experienced the cultural mixing that is internal to Caribbean 
creolization processes as receding behind the overlay of new categories coming from 
Crichlow’s theory. I did not experience these categories of diasporic place-making as 
better illuminating the region’s creole formations. Rather, Caribbean creole processes 
increasingly lost their distinct voice, specificity and originality as the attempt at 
generalization proceeded.  
This disappearance of the specificity of Caribbean creolization processes appears 
to be the result of inherent but unacknowledged differences between these processes of 
creolization and those of diasporic place-making practices of differance. These 
differences are such that one cannot simply impose the categories of the latter on the 
former without very high losses. Within the categories of Crichlow’s place-making 
theory the bi- or tri-cultural situation that gave Caribbean creole discourse its specificity 
and distinct voice is just about erased. Thus I was not convinced that Caribbean creole 
processes fit as neatly into a differance-centered theory of diasporic place-making as 
Critchlow thinks.   
 My second question is: what significance should we give to Crichlow’s anti-
essentialist grounds for de-centering the plantation as the resting place of Caribbean 
creole theory? The author repeatedly takes Caribbean creole theorists to task for erasing 
the specificities of particular peasant communities, or phases of capitalism and also for 
the binary patterns in their thinking. For example, she points to the “transhistoricizing 
and essentializing of small holder’s emergence so pervasive in the work of plantation 
theorists” (82). Yet the manner in which Crichlow applies post-structuralism to 
creolization in the region subjects it to similar sets of erasures and re-inscribes it in 
binaries of her own. One such binary is the privileging of the diaspora over the socio-
cultural and place-making spaces of the region. 
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 One of the first things I noticed about Crichlow’s application of post-structuralist 
theory was the a-historical and uncritical manner in which it was done. After objecting so 
vigorously to the way in which Caribbean creole theorists make the Caribbean plantation 
a site of “autochthonous localness”, Crichlow never examines the specificity of the 
repression of differance as a problem that could restrict post-structuralism’s reach to 
French or Western intellectual history. Thus the universal reach of France or the French 
university, although just another site of autochthonous localness, is never questioned, and 
neither is the generalizable capacity of post-structuralist theory. Consequently, there is no 
need to even specify the specific conditions under which such generalizing should be 
done.  
 Reinforcing the assumed general power of this very French theory, is the fact that 
Crichlow never criticizes it or acknowledges the many criticisms that have been made of 
post-structuralism. This unquestioned centrality of the theory and its ability to displace 
Caribbean creole theory and incorporate Caribbean creole processes is uncritically 
assumed and rhetorically performed. This failure to equally interrogate the favorite point 
of departure of post-structuralism results in a new form of essentialism, the essentialism 
of differance as the unquestioned center, the new resting place of Caribbean creole 
theory. Consequently, much of the textual stuff of this book derives from the battles 
between the plantation and differance for the center or ground of Caribbean creole theory, 
with the plantation being negatively associated with essentialism and differance very 
positively with anti-essentialism. But, when looked at concretely, the latter half of this 
new binary turns out to be false. In Crichlow’s battles to make diasporic practices of 
differance the new resting place of Caribbean creole theory, she re-inscribes many of the 
strategies of discursive centering and patterns of binary thinking that she objects to in 
earlier Caribbean theorists. Until we are much clearer on the meaning of the return of 
these essentializing and binary patterns in Crichlow’s thought `it will be difficult to grant 
her the significance that she claims for her anti-essentialist critiques. In other words, if 
the essentializing of the plantation is grounds for dismissing earlier creole theorists, then 
Crichlow must explain why the essentializing of differance is not valid grounds for 
rejecting her theory.  
 My third and final question is: can post-structuralism, which is primarily a 
deconstructive theory, be successfully used as a constructive theory in the manner 
attempted by Crichlow?  The power of post-structuralism as a deconstructive discourse is 
very amply displayed in this text, particularly its ability to unravel and expose the 
strategies by which discourses center themselves. However in developing her placing-
making theory of creolization processes, Crichlow goes beyond this deconstructive mode 
of application and uses it as a constructive theory. She insists that the concept of 
differance is applicable to investigations of not just texts but of social-cultural formations 
such as societies, economies, classes and cultural practices. However, it is this attempt at 
a constructive use of post-structuralism to re-theorize Caribbean creole processes that is 
the least successful part of this book. In addition to making the specificity of Caribbean 
creole processes disappear, these processes remain under-theorized. They don’t really 
emerge magnified, clearer and in their own right, thus revealing more fully their hidden 
dimensions. Rather they emerge as place-making activities that are in opposition to the 
mixing activities of earlier theories only to lose their distinctness in the logic and play of 
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diasporic differance.  
 This under-theorizing is, I think, very closely related to the negative nature of the 
logic of differance. It is a logic of differing, deferring, de-centering and opposing. This 
logic is similar in structure to that of a negative theology, which can only say what God is 
not. Consequently, in such theologies the concept of God remains under-theorized. The 
epistemic ideal that post-structuralism pursues is not God but that of the free-floating 
signifier. That is, a signifier with no restraints on its capacity for differance and hence is 
capable of unlimited semiotic play. However, the very nature of constructive theorization 
rests upon specific restrictions on the semiotic play of signifiers. Thus internal to the 
conceptual dynamics of post-structuralism is a bias towards movements of negation, 
which limit its constructive powers for positing similarities and identities. These 
constructive powers can only gesture towards and never theorize its constructive ideal. 
Any such constructive thematizing of this ideal of the free-floating signifier would only 
devour and compromise it. Thus quite often when post-structuralism turns constructive it 
in fact becomes either structuralist or neo-structuralist in order to break out of its primary 
logics of negation and differing. These were some of the unacknowledged currents of 
under-theorization in which I felt Crichlow’s attempts at re-theorizing Caribbean creole 
processes were compromisingly caught.  
 In conclusion, Globalization and the Post-creole Imagination is a bold and 
challenging attempt at re-theorizing and generalizing Caribbean creole processes. 
However, its absolutizing of post-structuralist theory contradicted this goal by making 
Caribbean creole processes “conscripts” (in David Scott’s sense) of the Derridean 
revolution to liberate the writer-ly sign. This conscription has generated a striking 
paradox at the heart of this text: in the imperial relationship that it establishes between 
post-structuralism and Caribbean creole theory we have a re-inscribing of the plantation 
rather than its “fleeing”. Here French theory re-colonizes Caribbean theory and both are 
then locked in a classic “battle for space” that Rex Nettleford made the central feature of 
his theory of Caribbean creole processes. This battle between French and Caribbean 
theory lands Crichlow squarely in the laps of the Caribbean theorists that she is 
attempting to flee. It parallels the battles between European and African religion, music 
or literature of which these theorists spoke. Thus, from their perspective, the hybrid 
(French/Caribbean) nature of Crichlow’s text could make it a new empirical example of 
plantation-based creolization. This ability of Caribbean creole theory to capture so clearly 
the conflicted and hybrid aspects of Crichlow’s own theorizing suggests that there is 
great need here for a more equitable and dialogical relationship between these two 
theoretical traditions of plantation-based creolization and differance.                                        
